CÔTE DE BEAUNE REDS
2019 vintage
93 pts

GRANDS ÉCHEZEAUX
GRAND CRU

92 pts

“delicious, round and
muscular
big-bodied
flavors where the dense
supporting tannins shaping
the powerful finish are
clearly phenolically mature.
This is a relatively big wine
that also needs more depth
but there should be plenty
of time for it to develop as
this
should
develop
slowly.” 2034+

91 pts

ÉCHEZEAUX
GRAND CRU
“aromas of wood and
menthol set off ripe
aromas of poached plum,
violet, kirsch and plenty of
spice elements. The sleek,
intense
and
delicious
medium-bodied
flavors
possess good if not special
mid-palate concentration
while delivering fine length
on the somewhat raspy
finish.” 2031+

CLOS VOUGEOT
GRAND CRU

92 pts

“A hint of herbal tea is
present on the ripe aromas
of plum, dark currant and
warm earth. The supple yet
reasonably precise middle
weight plus flavors possess
average volume yet good
power on the youthfully
austere
finale.
This
caressing effort should be
approachable after only 6
to 8 years of bottle aging.”
2034+

92 pts

ROMANÉE-SAINTV I V A N T GRAND CRU
« Les Quatre Journaux »
“Moderate
wood
and
menthol influences stop short
of fighting with the much
spicier and more expressive
aromas of plum liqueur, violet
and exotic jasmine tea. There
is very good volume and
reasonably good detail to the
nicely textured and lingering
finale where the only nit is
enough warmth to mention.”
2034+

VOSNE-ROMANÉE
1ER CRU « Les Suchots »
“This is similar to the Petits
Monts if perhaps just a
touch riper. There is fine
verve to the slightly bigger
if less mineral-inflected
flavors that flash very good
power on the equally firm
and persistent finish. This is
pretty much a classic
Suchots and very Vosne in
style.” 2031+

91 pts
93 pts

POMMARD
1ER CRU « Epenots»
“A mentholated top note is
present on the ripe aromas
of earth-inflected poached
plum and dark cherry. There
is fine volume to the
delicious flavors that possess
better density as well as a
seductive texture that carries
over to the lingering finish
that progressively tightens up
as it sits on the palate.
Lovely and worth checking
out.” 2029+
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE REDS
2019 vintage
87-89
pts

MARSANNAY

88-91
pts

“There is fine verve and
detail to the delicious
and solidly concentrated
flavors that terminate in a
mildly rustic finale. This
should drink well shortly
after release and repay
up to 5 years of bottle
aging.” 2023+

87-90
pts

NUITS-SAINTGEORGES
“Ripe aromas include
those of plum, earth,
dark currant and a whiff
of the sauvage. The
delicious, vibrant and
precise medium weight
flavors possess very good
depth and reasonable
persistence
on
the
moderately austere and
rustic finale.” 2026+

MOREY-ST-DENIS

88-90
pts

“The palate impression of
the
medium-bodied
flavors is both delicious
and relatively refined
while displaying better
depth and persistence on
the
balanced
finale.
While there is a trace of
youthful austerity, this
should be approachable
early on if that’s your
preference.” 2026+

92 pts

VOSNE-ROMANÉE
1ER CRU « Les Petits Monts»
“Subtle wood surrounds
the much spicier aromas of
cassis,
black
cherry,
sandalwood and exotic
tea. There delicious and
solidly punchy mediumbodied flavors possess
good mid-palate density
that imparts a caressing
texture, all wrapped in a
lightly stony, serious and
firm finale.” 2031+

CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY
“The delicious and nicely
refined
middle
weight
flavors possess an attractive
vibrancy before concluding
in a mildly austere bitter
cherry pit-inflected finale
that is sufficiently firm to
suggest an aging curve of
up to a decade.” 2027+

89 pts

ALOXE-CORTON
1ER CRU « Les Chaillots »
“Ripe
aromas
are
comprised mostly of black
cherry scents that are
trimmed in hints of forest
floor and the sauvage. This
has an unusually refined
mid-palate as the mediumbodied flavors possess a
delicious, round and velvety
texture
that
contrasts
significantly with the rustic
and moderately austere
finale.” 2027+
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE REDS
2019 vintage
92 pts

CHAMBERTIN
GRAND CRU
« Cuvée Héritiers Latour »

89 pts

CHAMBOLLEMUSIGNY
1ER CRU « Les Chatelots»

90 pts

VOLNAY
1er CRU « En Chevret »

89 pts

PERNANDVERGELESSES
1ER CRU « Île des Vergelesses»

89 pts

88 pts

BEAUNE
1ER CRU « Vignes Franches »

ALOXE-CORTON

93 pts
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